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Abstract 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we investigate certain properties of compacta related to the concept of ex- 
tension dimension. This notion was introduced by Dranishnikov [4] (see also [1,2,8]) as a 
simultaneous generalization of Lebesgue and cohomological dimensions. Roughly speak- 
ing (precise definitions are given in Section 2) extension dimension of a space X is the 
extension type of a complex L (notation: cd(X) = [L]) minimal in the sense that all maps 
into L defined on closed subspaces of X admit extensions onto X. Clearly, cd(X) < [Sn] 
means that dim X < n as well as cd(X) 6 [K(G, n)] means that dime X 6 n. The 
“dimension scale” generated by extension dimension is much finer than the usual integer- 
valued one. This, in turn, allows us to investigate properties of spaces generated by the 
new scale which could not have been seen before. Moreover, even known facts can 
now be viewed from more general point of view. For instance, let us consider a clas- 
sical problem of metrizability of finite-dimensional ANE-compacta. It was proved by 
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Isbell [ 141 that every 1 -dimensional ANE-compactum is metrizable. Later using spectral 
technique SCepin showed that every finite-dimensional ANE-compacturn is metrizable. 
Finally Dranishnikov [7] proved that every n-dimensional ANE(n)-compactum is metriz- 
able. In the light of these results Dranishnikov asked whether a similar result is true for 
extension dimension. We answer this question positively by proving the following state- 
ment. 
l If L is a connected and non-contractible complex, then every at most [L]-dimensional 
ANE( [L])-compactum is metrizable. 
This result is significantly stronger than that of Dranishnikov’s (which is obtained by 
letting [L] = [S”]) and states, for instance, that not only finite-dimensional but also a 
wide class of infinite-dimensional ANE-compacta must necessarily be metrizable (recent 
developments in cohomological dimension theory supply various examples of infinite- 
dimensional compacta having a finite cohomological dimension with coefficients in cor- 
responding groups). Finally we would like to point out that there exist [L]-dimensional 
AE-spaces of an arbitrary weight [I]. This shows that the assumption of compactness in 
our result is essential. 
2. Definitions and auxiliary results 
In this section we present basic definitions and results which will be needed later. 
2.1. Extension types of complexes and extension dimension 
For spaces X and L notation L E A(N)E(X) means that every map f : A + L, defined 
on a closed subspace A of X, admits an extension f : X --f L (respectively, i: U + L) 
over X (respectively, over a neighborhood U of A in X). 
Next we introduce a relation < for complexes. Following [4], we say that L < K if for 
each space X the condition L E AE(X) implies the condition K E AE(X). Equivalence 
classes of complexes with respect to this relation are called extension types. The above 
defined relation 6 creates a partial order in the class of extension types. This partial order 
will still be denoted by < and extension type with representative L will be denoted by 
[L]. Note that under these definitions the class of all extension types has both maximal 
and minimal elements. The minimal element is the extension type of the O-dimensional 
sphere So (i.e., the two-point discrete space) and the maximal element is obviously the 
extension type of the one-point space {pt} (or, equivalently, of any contractible complex). 
Example 2.1. 
(1) Clearly, 5’” E AE(X) @ dim X < n. 
(2) Similarly, K(G,n) E AE(X) # d irnc X < n. Here dime X stands for the coho- 
mological dimension of X with coefficients in an abelian group G and K(G, n) 
denotes the corresponding Eilenberg-MacLane complex, i.e., a complex satisfy- 
ing the following conditions: 7riT, (K(G, n)) = G and Q (K(G, n)) = 0 for each 
Ic # n. 
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(3) Obviously [,!?I 6 [K(Z, n)], but [S”] # [K(Z, n)]. The last part follows from 161 
(for 72 = 3) and [ 131 (for n = 2). 
(4) Clearly 
[S”] < [S’] < . ” < [S”] < [P+‘] < ‘. 
and 
[pt]=sup{[Sn]: n=1.2,...}. 
(5 ) Similarly 
[K(Z, l)] < [K(Z, 2)] < . ‘. < [K(Z, n)] < [K(Z, n + l)] < . . 
and 
[pt]=sup{[K(Z.n)]: nn= 1,2 ,... }. 
(6) min{[L], [K]} = [L V K]. 
(7) [SO] = [L] H L is not connected. 
(8) [S’] < [L] H L is connected. 
(9) It follows from [lo] that the extension type [RP*] of the projective plane is not 
comparable with [Sn] for any n 3 2. 
Definition 2.2 [2,4,8]. The extension dimension of a space X is the minimum of exten- 
sion types of complexes L satisfying the relation L E AE(X): 
cd(X) = min {[L]: L E AE(X)}. 
Definition 2.3 [ 1,9]. We say that a space X is an absolute (neighborhood) extensor 
module L, or shortly that X is an A(N)E([L])- p s ace (notation: X E A(N)E([L])) if 
X E A(N)E(Y) f or each space Y with cd(Y) < [L]. 
Remark 2.4. It follows from the above definitions that L E AE( IL]). 
Examples 2.1(7) and (8) explains the following statement. 
Proposition 2.5. lf L is not connected, then the class of A(N)E([L])-spaces coincides 
with the class c?fA(N)E(ed, [So])- p s aces. Zf L is connected, then every A(N)E( [L])-space 
is an A(N)E(ed, [S’])-space. 
Proposition 2.6. rf [L] 6 [PI, then the class of A(N)E(ed, [PI)-spaces is contained in 
the class of A(N)E( [L])-spaces. 
Example 2.7. Observe that: 
(11 ANE(ed, btIl)- P s aces are precisely ANE-spaces. 
(2) ANE(ed, PI)- P s aces are precisely ANE(n)-spaces, i.e., LC”-l-spaces. 
Next we introduce the concept of an [L]-soft map. 
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Definition 2.8 [1,2]. A map f : X --t Y is said to be [L]-soft, if for each space B with 
cd(B) 6 [L], for each closed subset A of it, and for any two maps g : A -+ X and 
h : B --t Y such that fg = h/A, there is a map k : B --f X satisfying the conditions 
k/A = g and f k = h. 
Note that a space X is an AE([L])- p s ace iff its constant map is [L]-soft. 
2.2. Spectral characterizations 
For a given infinite cardinal r a partially ordered directed set A is said to be r- 
complete if it contains least upper bounds of chains (i.e., linearly ordered subsets of A) 
of cardinality not exceeding 7. An inverse spectrum Sx = {X,,pg, A} is a r-spectrum 
if: 
l (wX,) < r (w(X) denotes the weight of a space X) for each Q E A. 
l The indexing set A is r-complete. 
l The spectrum Sx is T-continuous, i.e., for each chain B C A with ]B] < 7 and 
sup B = ,O, the diagonal product A{&: Q E B} maps the space X0 homeomor- 
phically onto the limit space lim{Xt , p!, B}. 
Theorem 2.9 [1,2,4]. Let L be a complex and X a compactum. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) cd(X) < [Ll. 
(2) X is the limit space of an w-spectrum Sx = {X,, p!, A} consisting of metrizable 
compactu X, such that ed(X,) < [L]. 
Theorem 2.10 [l]. Let L be a complex and T 3 w. A compacturn X is an ANE([L])- 
space zf and only if it is the limit space of a r-spectrum Sx = {X,, pt , T} satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(1) X, is an ANE([L])-compactum of weight 7, cy E A. 
(2) Each limit projection p, : X + X, is [L]-soft. 
Corollary 2.11. Let L be a complex and X a compactum. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(1) X is an ANE([L])-space such that cd(X) < [L]. 
(2) X is the limit space of an w-spectrum Sx = {X,, pc, A} consisting of metrizable 
ANE( [L])-compactu X, such that ed(X,) < [L] and [L]-soft limit projections p,. 
3. Main result 
3.1. Remarks on cell-like maps 
Recall that a map f : X -+ Y is said to be cell-like if the inverse image f-‘(y) of any 
point y E Y has the trivial shape (a compactum has the trivial shape if every its map 
into any polyhedron is null-homotopic). 
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Proposition 3.1. Every nonconstant [L]-soft map f : X + Y, where X is a connected 
compuctum such that cd(X) < [L], is cell-like. 
Proof. Let f : X + Y be a [L]-soft map, X is a compactum with cd(X) 6 [L] and 
]Y / > 1. Let us show that f is cell-like. Assume the contrary. Then there is a point y E Y 
such that the fiber fP ’ (g) has nontrivial shape. This means that there exist a polyhedron 
P and a map g:f-‘(y) 4 P not homotopic to a constant map. Consider a point 1c E Y 
such that z # y. Without loss of generality we may assume that IS-’ (z) / = 1 (otherwise 
shrink the fiber f-‘(z) into a point and apply the argument used in the proof of [2, 
Case 2 of Proposition 5.71). Since f is [L]-soft and cd(X) < [L] there is a retraction 
r’ : X i f-’ (y). Let j = .9r : X i P. 
Now consider the set 
1; = {z G Y: j/f-‘( 2 IS ) h omotopic to a constant map}. 
Clearly L E x’ and hence YO # 0. Further, Ye is an open set. Indeed, let H : f-‘(z) x 
[0, l] + L be a homotopy connecting j/f-‘(z) with a constant map to a point c E L. 
In other words, 
H/(f-‘(z) x (0)) = j/f-‘(z) and H/(f-‘(z) x { 1)) = c. 
Consider the closed subset A = (X x (0, 1)) U (f-‘(z) x [O. 11) of the product X x [0, l] 
and define the map HI : A + P by letting 
H’(X x {I}) = c. HI/(X x (0)) = g and H’/(f-‘(z) x [O,l]) = H. 
Extend the map HI to a map g : V 4 P, where V is a neighborhood of A in the 
product X x [0, 11. Then V contains an open set of the form f-’ (U) x [0, l], where U 
is a neighborhood of the point z in Y (we use the properness of the map f), Clearly U 
is contained in Ye. This shows that Y. is open in Y. 
We now show that the nonempty set Y - YO (recall that y $! Yo) is also open. Assume 
the contrary and choose a sequence { zk} of points of Ya such that lim zk = z E Y - Ya. 
Now we construct a sequence {CQ : f-’ (2) + fp ’ (zk) } of maps converging to the 
identity map idfm’(z’ in the space C(f-’ (z). X). Consider the product 
F = f-‘(z) x ({q: k = 1.2.. .} u {_T}) 
and observe that cd(F) < [L]. Then [L]-softness of f guarantees the existence of a map 
o : F’ + X such that 
fl/(S-‘(z) x (2)) = idf-‘(z’ 
and 
a(f-‘(z) x {zk}) C f-‘(zk) for each k = 1.2,. . . 
Let o+ = cr/(f-‘(z) x {zk}), k = 1,2,. . Thus we arrive to the sequence {jok} of 
maps each of which is homotopic to a constant map and which converges to the map 
y/J’-’ (z). This contradicts the fact that sufficiently close maps into an ANE-space P 
are homotopic. Therefore, Y - Yo is open in Y. Connectedness of Y shows that this is 
impossible. Consequently, f is a cell-like map. q 
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Lemma 3.2. Let L be a connected complex and n = min{lc: q(L) # O}. Then [Sn] < 
ILI. 
Proof. Clearly L is LC”-‘&C”-’ complex. This means that L E AE(X) for every at 
most n-dimensional space, i.e., [,‘?I 6 [L]. q 
Lemma 3.3. Let L be a connected complex and f : X ---f S” be a cell-like map admitting 
two sections with disjoint images. Zfed(X) 6 [L], then 7rn(L) = 0. 
Proof. Consider a map g : S” 4 L. Let i : 5’” + X and j : S” -+ X be sections of the 
map f such that i(P) n j(S”) = 0. Consider the map h: i(P) U j(S”) + L defined 
as follows: 
i 
gf(z) if 17: E i(Sn), 
h(x) = 
C if z E j(Sn), 
where c is a point of the complex L. Since cd(X) < [L], there exists a map h: X + L 
such that h = h/ (i(S”) U j(P)). Every cell-like map onto S” is a (hereditary) shape 
equivalence (see [ 12, Theorem 10.4.51) and, consequently, there exists a map g : 5’” + L 
such that h rv gf. Then 
g = gfi = hi ‘li gfi = 3 = gfj N &j = c. 
Since g was chosen arbitrarily, it follows that nn(L) = 0. 0 
3.2. Proof of main result 
In this subsection we prove our main result. 
Lemma 3.4. Let L be a countable complex and Sx = {X,, pt , A} an w-spectrum, 
consisting of metrizable ANE( [L])-compactu X, such that ed(X,) < [L] and [L]-soft 
projections pi. Suppose that the limit space X of the spectrum Sx does not contain 
G&-points. Then for each index IZI E A there exist an index QI’ E A, cy’ > cy, and two 
sections i”,, ib, : X, --f X,1 of the projection p,“’ such that iL(Xa) n iA = 8. 
Proof. Let QO = cy. Take an arbitrary point z E X,, and consider its inverse image 
p&I (2). Since X,,, is a metrizable compactum, every point in it is a Gg-point. Conse- 
quently p;:(z) is a Gs-set in X. By our assumption, we may conclude that the fiber 
P;,,‘(Z) contains at least two points. Then, obviously, there exists an index ~1 E A such 
that CZI > CYO and I@-’ (z)] > 1. S ince ed(X,,,) < [L], the softness of the projection 
p$ guarantees that it has two sections iy, iI : X,,, + X,,, such that i?(z) # iI (2). Let 
Vi = {Z E Xolo: i:(x) # i;(5)}. 
Clearly, VI is a nonempty (since z E VI) open subset of X,,,. 
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Let y < WI. Suppose that for each /?, 1 < /3 < y, we have already constructed an 
index ofi E A, an open subset V, in X,, and two sections iy9. ib : X,,, + X0 of the 
projection p& : Xp i X,,,, satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) erg < ~0, whenever 1 < 6 < p < y. 
(2) a4 = supjah: 6 < p}, whenever p is a limit ordinal. 
(3) Vh C I+, whenever 1 < S < ,9 < y. 
(4) V, =.U{Vs: 6 < p}, whenever 0 is a limit ordinal. 
(5) i~=p~~i~,whenever166<P<yandIc=O,l. 
(6) ii = A{$: S < /3}, h w enever 8 is a limit ordinal and k = 0,l. 
(7) v, = {II. E x,,: ii(Z) # i/!&E)}. 
We shall now construct an index o-, E A, an open subset Vi, of X,, and two sections 
i”:X Y a0 --) X,, k = 0, 1, of the projection pz,7, satisfying all the required properties. 
First assume that y is a limit ordinal. It follows from conditions (1) and (2) that 
the collection {og: ,0 < y} forms a countable chain in the indexing set A. By the 
w-completeness of A there exists an index 
ff y = sup{ao: /3 < r} E A. 
By the continuity of the spectrum Sx, the space X, is naturally homeomorphic to the 
limit space of the spectrum {X,,,pzz, /3,5 < y}. Therefore, by conditions (5) and 
(6), the maps i$ : X,, -+ X,?, k = 0, 1, satisfying the equalities pzgit = ii for each 
k = 0,l and each ,!?, with 1 6 /3 < y, are well defined. In particular, the maps it, 
k = 0,l are sections of the projection pg,? .
Let 
I/, = {Zr E x,,: i”y(Z) # i;(Z)}. 
We shall verify conditions (3) and (4). Let /Y? < 7. Consider an arbitrary point IL: E VP. By 
condition (7), ii(~) # ib(~). But, by construction, p$i; = ii, k = 0, 1. Consequently, 
and obviously i”,(x) # i;(z). This proves the inclusion VP C V, (condition (3)). Con- 
sequently, V, 2 U{Vp: /? < y}. Let us prove the converse inclusion (and finish the 
verification of condition (4)). Let z E V,. By definition, i!$(~) # i;(x). It is not hard to 
see that there exists an index B < y such that i;(x) # i;(z). Consequently, by condi- 
tion (7), z E Vo C (J{ Vj: B < r}. Thus the above constructed objects satisfy all the 
required properties. 
Consider now the case y = /?+ 1. Suppose that I+ # X,,,. Take a point z E X,,, - IQ3, 
and let 
J/3 = $44 E i$(X,,,) c x,,. 
Consider the fiber p;L (ep). Since the compacturn X,, is metrizable, we conclude, by 
our assumption, that the fiber pi; (5~) contains at least two different points. Then there 
is an index cy., E A such that cry > a,~ and 
lb-J:;)-‘cv)l > 1. 
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Since ed(X,,) < [L], the softness of the projection p,“; guarantees the existence of 
sections 
such that j$(~p) # jb(~p). The sections it, ik : X,, ---f XLyT of the projection pg; can 
now be defined by letting 
.k 
% = &, k = 0,l. 
As above, if we let 
v, = {CC E x,,: ioy(2) # i!@)}, 
then VP C V,. Observe also that, by construction, z E V, - Vo. 
Thus the construction of the above objects, satisfying conditions (l)-(7), can be con- 
tinued and carried out for each ,8 < wt. Then we obtain an increasing (by conditions 
(3) and (4)) collection {VP: /3 < WI} of open subsets of X,,. Since w(XQ,) < w, this 
collection must stabilize, i.e., there must exist an index /30 < wt such that VoO = Vo 
whenever pc < p < wt. It follows from the above construction that this is possible only 
if VP, = X,,. Let Q’ = ,&. It only remains to note that the sections ik,, k = 0, 1, of the 
projection p$, have disjoint images in X,I. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Let L be a countable complex and Sx = {X,, pt , A} an w-spectrum, 
consisting ofmetrizable ANE([L])-compacta X, such that ed(X,) < [L] and [L]-soft 
projections pi. Suppose that the limit space X of the spectrum SX does not contain 
Gg-points. Then for each index CI E A there exist an index ,6 E A, /3 > a, such that the 
compactum Xp contains a copy of any metrizable compactum Y with cd(Y) 6 [L]. 
Proof. Let o = 00. Lemma 3.4 allows us to construct an increasing sequence {oj: j E 
w} of indexes oj E A in such a way that the projection p::” : Xa3+, + Xa, admits 
two sections ik, : Xa, -+ Xa,+,, k = 0, 1, such that ii,(XcyJ) n iLj(X,,) = 0. The 
w-completeness of A guarantees the existence of the index ,Cl = sup{aj: j E w}. We 
claim that the compactum X0 = lim{ Xa3 , p::“, w} contains a copy of any metrizable 
compactum Y with cd(Y) < [L]. 
Indeed, consider a countable open basis U = {Un: n E w} of Y. Let 
A= {(clyUn,,clyU,J: j = 1,2,...} 
denote the collection of all pairs (clyUn, , clyUm3) such that U,, , Umj E U and cly Un, n 
ClY urn, = 0. We now construct a sequence hj : Y -+ X,, , j E w. As a map ho: Y -+ X,, 
we take any map (for instance, a constant map). Suppose that the maps hj have already 
been constructed for each j < s, s > 0, so that 
(1) hj(clyU,,) n hj(clyUm,) = 0 for each j 6 s. 
(2) hj = p:;” hj+l for each j with 0 < j < s. 
In order to construct a map h,+l : Y + XaS+, consider the pair (clyUn,+, , clyU,,+,) E 
A and define the map 
g : CiYcL3+, u C~YUm,,, --+ xa,+, 




,iO,, (h,(y)) if Y E clyuns+, . 
iks(hs(y)) if Y E clyum3+,. 
Observe that h,/(cl~U,~+, UclyU,,+, ) = pze+‘g. Since the projection pzz” is [L]-soft 
and since cd(Y) < [L], there exists a map hs+i : Y + Xa,+, such that 
h, = P::+’ h,+l and h,+l/(cW,3+, ucl~U,+,) = 9. 
This finishes the construction of maps hj. Clearly h = lim{ h,: j E w} : Y + X0 is an 
embedding. q 
Theorem 3.6. Let L be a noncontractible connected complex and Y be an ANE([L])- 
compactum. Zf cd(Y) < [L], then Y is metrizable. 
Proof. Assume the contrary and suppose that there is a nonmetrizable ANE([L])- 
compacturn Y such that cd(Y) 6 [L]. By Theorem 2.10, Y is the limit space of an 
w-spectrum Sy = {Y,,qE, A} consisting of metrizable ANE([L])-compacta Y, and 
[L] -soft projections qa . Let 2 denote the set of all Gs-points of Y. By [3, Corollaries 
6.4.4 and 6.4.51, Y - clyZ is a nonempty open F,-subset of Y. Since Sy is an w- 
spectrum, there is an index aa E A such that Y - cly 2 = q&l (qa,, (Y - ~1~2)). Take 
a point yclu E qan (Y - ~1~2) and consider its inverse image X = 4;: (xoLO). The [L]- 
softness of the limit projection qao guarantees that X is an AE( [L])-compacturn. Clearly 
cd(X) < [L]. Observe also that X does not contain Gg-points. By Corollary 2.11, X is 
the limit space of an w-spectrum Sx = {X,, p!, A} consisting of metrizable AE( [L])- 
compacta with ed(X,) 6 [L] and [L]-soft projections p{. By Lemma 3.2, [Sn] < [L], 
where R = min{k: “k(L) # 0). S’ mce ed(S”) = [Sn] < [L], it follows from Lemma 
3.5 that for some index a E A the compacturn X, contains a copy of the sphere S”. By 
Proposition 3.1, the projection p! is cell-like for each p > cy. Consequently, according 
to Lemma 3.3, none of the projections pa 0 admits two sections with disjoint images. 
Contradiction with Lemma 3.4. Therefore Y is metrizable. 0 
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